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A newly launched 10-lane border crossing 

“doesn’t take you more than 10 minutes” to pass 
through, he added. Facilitating cross-border travel 
could give ticketholders a Saudi alternative to lodg-
ing in Doha, where more than one million fans are 
expected. 

“I think we are ready when it comes to trans-
portation, mobility, airlines, airports, borders, health-
care, telecommunications. We’re ready and excited,” 
Khateeb said. “We can’t wait for the World Cup to 
start and we can’t wait to welcome our guests from 
all over the world.” He added: “We are working with 
the (destination management companies) and the 
tour companies in Europe and Latin America and 
Asia, and we are expecting tens of thousands of 
packages to be sold.” 

Saudi Arabia has raised eyebrows with its goal of 
attracting 30 million foreign tourists annually by 
2030, an element of Crown Prince Mohammed bin 
Salman’s Vision 2030 reform agenda intended to 
diversify the oil-dependent economy and open up to 
the world. The kingdom has in recent years relaxed 
rules barring cinemas, gender-mixed concerts and 
sporting extravaganzas. One high-profile feature of 
the tourism push is so-called giga-projects spear-
headed by Prince Mohammed, including the $500 
billion futuristic megacity known as NEOM, a bud-
ding arts hub amongst ancient Nabatean tombs in 
Al-Ula, and the Red Sea Project, a Maldives-style 
resort destination. 

Meanwhile, Qatar is to drop pre-arrival COVID 
tests before the World Cup, the health ministry said 
on Wednesday, weeks after announcing that the mil-
lion-plus incoming fans do not need vaccinations. 
The latest relaxation in anti-COVID measures will 
take effect on Nov 1, 19 days before the first World 
Cup on Arab territory starts on Nov 20. 

The arriving fans, players, officials, staff and media 
are by far the biggest influx of visitors seen in gas-
rich Qatar, which has a population of just 2.9 million. 
“Visitors are no longer required to present a nega-
tive COVID-19 PCR or Rapid Antigen Test result 

before travelling to Qatar,” a statement said. Qatari 
citizens and residents will also no longer need to take 
a PCR or rapid antigen test within 24 hours of 
returning from abroad, the health ministry added. 

The 29-day tournament will be the first major 
global sporting event with fans since the COVID 
pandemic erupted in Dec 2019, killing more than six 
million people. Last year’s delayed Tokyo 2020 
Olympics took place largely behind closed doors, 
and the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics was held in a 
bio-secure bubble. Qatari organizers and football’s 
governing body, FIFA, have said they want the event 
to be a sign the world is getting over the devastating 
pandemic. 

But the health ministry has previously warned that 
special measures would be ordered “in the event of a 
worsening pandemic situation in the country”, such 
as the emergence of a threatening new variant. 
Players and match officials may be forced into a 
secure “bio-bubble” if COVID-19 cases take off 
again, with the threat of expulsion from the tourna-
ment for those who breach the secure environment, 
the ministry said last month. 

The measures announced Wednesday cover all 
visitors arriving from Nov 1, when Qatar will be 
closed to anyone without a Hayya card - the manda-
tory document given to players, officials, staff, media 
and ticketholders and their guests. Under the existing 
rules until Nov 1, all visitors aged over six must pro-
vide negative COVID-19 tests before taking flights to 
Qatar. A requirement to wear masks on public trans-
port was scrapped this month, and masks are also 
not compulsory in the eight World Cup stadiums. 
Qatar has suffered 684 deaths from COVID-19, with 
464,223 recovered patients, according to the health 
ministry’s website. — AFP  
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MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin on 
Wednesday surveyed drills carried out by his 
nuclear-capable forces as Moscow pressed 
unfounded claims to India and China that Ukraine 
was developing a “dirty bomb.” 

The drills are the latest in a series of escalatory 
comments from Moscow and Putin — who observed 
the drills from a control room —  that the eight-
month conflict in Ukraine could turn nuclear. 

“Under the leadership of... Vladimir Putin, a train-
ing session was held with ground, sea and air strate-
gic deterrence forces, during which practical launch-
es of ballistic and cruise missiles took place,” the 
Kremlin said in a statement. 

Russian state-run media ran footage of a subma-
rine crew preparing the launch of a Sineva ballistic 
missile from the Barents Sea in the Arctic. The drills 
also included launching test missiles from the 
Kamchatka peninsula in the Russian Far East. 

Footage of the drills across state media came 
after Russia’s Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu 
pressed ahead with telephone calls to his counter-
parts globally, claiming that Ukraine was developing 
a “dirty bomb”. Shoigu, who has made these claims 
in recent days to counterparts from NATO coun-
tries, reiterated them to Chinese counterpart Wei 
Fenghe on Wednesday. 

 
Moscow alleges ‘irresponsible behaviour’  

Shoigu also voiced the same “concerns” in a 
phone with India’s Defence Minister Rajnath Singh 
earlier on Wednesday, Moscow said. Ukraine has 
dismissed the allegations as “absurd” and “danger-
ous,” suggesting the claims could be cover for 
Russia’s own plans on the battlefield, as have its 

western allies, including Britain, France and the 
United States. A dirty bomb is a conventional bomb 
laced with radioactive, biological or chemical mate-
rials which are disseminated in an explosion. Kremlin 
spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters earlier 
Wednesday that Russia had information pertaining 
to the “existing threat” of Ukraine using a “dirty 
bomb” and that Kyiv was “preparing for such a ter-
rorist act of sabotage”. 

He added: “We will continue vigorously bringing 
our point of view to the world community to encour-
age them to take active steps to prevent such irre-
sponsible behaviour.” Nuclear rhetoric from Russia 
began building in September, when Moscow said it 
was annexing four regions of Ukraine over which its 
forces have partial control. Putin warned Russia 
could use nuclear weapons to defend them. 

 
Advance on Kherson  

One of those regions is Kherson, in southern 
Ukraine near Moscow-annexed Crimea, where Kyiv 
has been clawing back territory since a counter-
offensive it announced at the end of the summer. 
Russian-backed authorities in recent days urged resi-
dents to flee what they say is an oncoming onslaught. 
They claimed to have turned the city of Kherson into 
a “fortress”, vowing to defend it at all costs. 

A Moscow-installed official in the region, 
Vladimir Saldo, said Wednesday that at least 70,000 
people have left their homes within the last week. 
Ukraine’s capture of the Kherson region would give 
Kyiv back important access to the Sea of Azov. It 
would also cut off Moscow’s land bridge to Russian-
annexed Crimea. 

Saldo banned entry to the right bank area of 

the region for a period of seven days “due to the 
tense situation on the contact line”, according to a 
statement on his social media on Wednesday. 
Russia’s offensive to capture Ukrainian territory 
spurred a wave of international solidarity with 
Kyiv, including hundreds of foreigners who volun-

teered to help fend off Russian advances. Kyiv 
said Wednesday that Russia had returned the 
remains of US citizen Joshua Alan Jones, who 
was killed fighting Moscow’s forces in August, 
along with 10 Ukrainian servicemen in a pris-
oner swap. — AFP 

Putin oversees nuclear response drills
Drills are the latest in a series of escalatory comments from Moscow and Putin

MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin oversees the training of the strategic deterrence forces, troops 
responsible for responding to threats of nuclear war, via a video link in Moscow on October 26, 2022. — AFP

ROME: Italy’s coastguard said 
Wednesday it had rescued more than 
1,000 migrants from two fishing 
boats in the Mediterranean 
overnight, while two bodies had been 
recovered. The two “complex” oper-
ations off the coast of Syracuse in 
Sicily, involving boats from Libya, 
followed an alert on Tuesday from 
Alarm Phone, a group running a hot-
line for migrants needing rescue. 

From the first boat, about 35 miles 
from the Sicilian coast, an Italian 
coastguard ship rescued 416 
migrants while a Spanish patrol ves-
sel working with EU border force 
Frontex rescued another 78. 

From a second fishing boat, 60 
miles from the coast, vessels from the 
coastguard and Italy’s financial crime 
police intervened to rescue 663 
migrants and “two lifeless bodies” 
were recovered, it said. 

Italy’s new Prime Minister Giorgia 
Meloni vowed Tuesday to stop 
migrants crossing in boats from 

Africa, in her first speech to parlia-
ment since taking office at the week-
end. Meloni said her government, the 
country’s most far-right since World 
War II, wanted to “stop illegal depar-
tures and break up human traffick-
ing”, notably by preventing depar-
tures from crisis-hit Libya. 

She insisted it was time to stop 
traffickers “being the ones who 
decide who gets in”. Italy has long 
been on the migration frontline, tak-
ing in tens of thousands of people 
who attempt the world’s deadliest 
crossing yearly. 

Two charity ships currently oper-
ating in the Mediterranean, the SOS 
Humanity’s ship Humanity 1 and SOS 
Mediterranee’s Ocean Viking, were 
on Tuesday carrying around 300 
people between them after multiple 
rescues. 

But Meloni’s new interior minister, 
Matteo Piantedosi, said the ships 
were “not in line with the spirit of 
European and Italian regulations” on 
border security, and that he was 
deliberating whether to ban their 
entry into Italian waters. 

Piantedosi has close ties to Meloni’s 
coalition partner Matteo Salvini, who 
is currently on trial for blocking 
migrants at sea in 2019 during his stint 
as interior minister. — AFP

Italy coastguard  
rescues over  
1,000 migrants

ARSAL, Lebanon: A first batch of Syrian 
refugees left Lebanon Wednesday for their 
home country under a new repatriation plan 
slammed by rights groups, an AFP photographer 
said. The latest repatriation effort, announced 
this month as a “voluntary” scheme, follows ear-
lier such exercises since 2017. In the early 
hours of the morning, dozens of minibuses and 
trucks left Arsal in eastern Lebanon and drove 
towards the Syrian border. The refugees took 
with them personal belongings and farm ani-
mals, the photographer said. 

Lebanon’s General Security agency said 
around 750 refugees were expected to return 
to Syria on Wednesday from several regions. 
Syria’s official SANA news agency said that “a 
group of Syrian exiles arrived from refugee 
camps in Lebanon through the Daboussiye 
border crossing in central Homs province to 
return to their safe and terror-free areas.” 

Hundreds of thousands fled Syria for 
Lebanon in the early years of the country’s 
civil war, which began in 2011 with the brutal 
suppression of anti-regime protests. Around 
two million Syrian refugees are in Lebanon, 
nearly 830,000 of whom are registered with 
the United Nations. 

A total of 400,000 refugees have been 
sent back to Syria in earlier repatriation 
schemes since 2017, according to the 
Lebanese security agency. But human rights 

groups have categorised the returns as 
forced, rather than voluntary. 

“It is well established that Syrian refugees in 
Lebanon are not in a position to take a free and 
informed decision about their return,” 
Amnesty’s acting deputy director for the 
Middle East and North Africa, Diana Semaan, 
said on October 14. 

Abbas Ibrahim, General Security director 

general, said Tuesday: “We will not force any 
displaced person to return.” Since the Syrian 
army regained control of most of the country, 
some host countries have sought to expel 
refugees from their territories, citing the calmer 
environment. But according to rights groups, 
the relative end of hostilities does not mean 
that returning home is safe, given that some 
face prosecution. — AFP 

Lebanon returns  
group of Syria  
refugees 

ARSAL, Lebanon: Syrian refugees prepare to leave Lebanon towards Syrian territory 
through the Wadi Hamid crossing in Arsal on October 26, 2022.  — AFP

Saudi eyes scores 
of fans; Qatar to...

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s Tourism Minister Ahmed Al-
Khateeb speaks during an interview on the sidelines 
of the annual Future Investment Initiative (FII) confer-
ence on Oct 26, 2022. —  AFP 
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distance at the highway packed with scores of vehi-

cles and mourners. “Death to the dictator,” mourners 
chanted at the Aichi cemetery outside Saqez, before 
many were seen heading to the governor’s office in the 
city center, where Iranian media outlets said some were 
poised to attack an army base. 

“Security forces have shot tear gas and opened fire 
on people in Zindan square, Saqez city,” Hengaw, a 
Norway-based group that monitors rights violations in 
Iran’s Kurdish regions, said without specifying whether 
there were any dead or wounded. Iran’s ISNA news 
agency said the internet had been cut in Saqez for “secu-
rity reasons”, and that nearly 10,000 people had gath-
ered in the city. But many thousands more were seen 
making their way in cars, on motorbikes and on foot 
along a highway, through fields and even across a river, 
in videos widely shared online. 

Noisily clapping, shouting and honking car horns, 
mourners packed the highway linking Saqez to the 
cemetery eight kilometers away, in images that Hengaw 
told AFP it had verified. ISNA said some of the crowd 
returning from the cemetery had “intended to attack an 
army base”, until they were dispersed by other partici-
pants. A police checkpoint was torched and fires burned 
along a bridge in the Qavakh neighborhood of Saqez, in 
a verified video. 

“This year is the year of blood, Seyed Ali will be top-
pled,” a group of them chanted in a video verified by 
AFP, referring to Iran’s supreme leader Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei. “Kurdistan, Kurdistan, the graveyard of fas-
cists,” others were heard singing in a video shared by 
activists on Twitter. AFP was unable to immediately veri-
fy the footage. Hengaw said workers went on strike in 
Saqez as well as Divandarreh, Marivan, Kamyaran and 
Sanandaj, and in Javanrud and Ravansar in the western 
province of Kermanshah. 

The Norway-based rights group said Iranian football 
stars Ali Daei and Hamed Lak had travelled to Saqez “to 
take part in the 40th day” service. They had been stay-
ing at the Kurd Hotel but were “taken to the government 
guesthouse... under guard by the security forces”, it 
said. Daei has previously run into trouble with authori-
ties over his online support for the Amini protests. 

Kurdistan governor Esmail Zarei-Kousha accused 
Iran’s foes of being behind the unrest. “The enemy and 
its media... are trying to use the 40-day anniversary of 

Mahsa Amini’s death as a pretext to cause new ten-
sions but fortunately the situation in the province is 
completely stable,” he said, quoted by state news 
agency IRNA. The social media channel 1500tasvir, 
which chronicles rights violations by Iran’s security 
forces, said fresh protests flared at universities in 
Tehran, Mashhad in Iran’s northeast, and Ahvaz in the 
southwest, among others. 

Oslo-based group Iran Human Rights said the securi-
ty forces’ crackdown on the Amini protests has claimed 
the lives of at least 141 demonstrators, in an updated 
death toll Tuesday. Amnesty International says the “unre-
lenting brutal crackdown” has killed at least 23 children, 
while IHR said at least 29 children have been slain. 

More than five weeks after Amini’s death, the 
demonstrations show no signs of ending. They have 
been fueled by public outrage over the crackdown that 
has claimed the lives of other young women and girls. 
Iran’s Forensic Organization said in a report this month 
that Amini’s death “was not caused by blows to the head 
and vital organs and limbs of the body”. But lawyers 
acting for her family have rejected the findings and 
called for a re-examination of her death by another 
commission. — AFP  

Forces open fire 
as thousands...

SAQEZ, Iran: A woman stands on top of a vehicle as 
thousands make their way towards Aichi cemetery in 
Mahsa Amini’s hometown on Oct 26, 2022. — AFP  


